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Time for some Texas

·r·

l4l: · It was a match up of truly biblical
by 16 points and the predominantly
land:" Dallas!
. pro-Xavier crowd found itselfthink- ·,: ·· .· "lhaven't.feltJhis.good.,since_lgot .. . .
. ··· ' proportions; It .was Xavier versus

. ~·~·,<·;·:,,,~ ~-9;~Pf~~!q~~;;i~~HiJ,*bR91yersu~.:,;;,:; ,(·/,?•irig\a~g~fa~<_Jt~~r;;y~~¥;~~c!a!,jf~~~::%'.~::;,~,··_m_:Y~ri"~ts·yce~~;v:s~i,~)&fry~.-·· _...,....._.

.::{·i~') Je,~mt'~~q<Jl;Davad·t~~mg on Goh', · ,/'- a:t.!'.· T~e fans were praying in the _·•

By the (!nd ot the ~ame;';'the faT/s: ; , . y11hrg! a long~t1meXav1er tanahc,
. began to.packthear bags for the
after the Muskies' victory.
- See related stories, page 8
bleachers; "Lord; please let us win this NCAA Midwest Region~s "promised
game."
The
miracle
happene~
and
··
. . ·,
··
· · • , photo byG~cg Rust
After the win, the Musketeers prepare to strike oil against the Texas Lor1ghorns.
from the' burning bush came firstOne "Mo" win. Maurice Brantley goes
· photo by Greg Rust
' ever trip lo.the National Collegiate:
up for. two over M11rk Tillmon.
---.-. Athletic Association (NCAA)"Sweet
'16."'
'. ., ' '
The men's bas.ketball team, lead by
fifth year coach Pete Gillen, climbed
t.he first rung of "Jacob's Ladder'' by
beating the Kansas State Wildcats, 8779; last Friday in front ofan NCAA'
record first-round crowd. This was
the first time since the 1987 postseason tournament that Xavier
progressed past the first round.
The next stop for the Muskies was
·the "Giant ofthe East," Georgetown,
.
. p oto y reg ust on Sunday. .
" » , ..
)S_U's smothering defense helped create, ..... ·At the half, Xavier-found itself up

a

nine first ;_half turnovers against GU.

.· · ·

·.News.. ~ ............... pages 2,3·.

and··

· Clas~ifieds~~ ... ~ ...•.. ~ page -7
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CP&P serves up
career. oppo·rtunities
The.Rev. Benjamin UrmBy Molly Sullivan .
ston, S.J., director of ProThe Xavier Newswire
grams in Peace and Justice;
·
said
"All students shc)u Id
The second annual "Caconsider
the option to make a
reers That Make a
living and serve other people.
Difference" day will be
Students need to reflect on
tomorrow, cosponsored by '
their vocations in life; they
Career Planning· and. I_>l~ce:-.
can fullfill their.Jesuit and ·
ment (CP&P) and Programs
Christain nature - 'a person
in Peace and Justice. There
for others."'
are 40 Cincinnati agencies
Last year, the event was ..
participating, and representainformational, but the Career
tives will be present to
day on Thursday is directed
interview and answer
toward employment. The ·
questions.
entire Xavier community is
· "The intent is to let
students know they can have welcome. Reggie Williams,
retired Cincinnati Bengals
a career and use their values
linebacker and member of the
while making a living," said
Stephanie Bates, CP&P. Most Cincinnati City Council, will
give the keynote address in
employment opportunities
Kelley Auditorium,Alter
will be offered by non-profit
Hall, at 2 p.m. The job fair is
industries and there will be
from 3 - 5 p.m., on the third '
both paid and unpaid
floor of AUer Hall.
internships available.

By Mike Kelly .
The Xavier New.swire
The polls opened today,
one day earlier than originally planned, as a resu.lt of
the Xavier basketball game
Thursday in Dallas. Because
so many students plan to
photo by Loi Conway
make the trip to the game,
(Above) Sam Lind
Rich. Klus, elections coordina- concludes at the debate
, ..
tor, decided to open the polls on Monday,-while
. early.
.
.
(Right) Betsy King,
The basketball players,
Michae/Kramer and /.D. L - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - t 1
only, have been giyen, . .
.Flahertyfield.questi<ms".
. ........ photo by Loi Conway ·
absentee ballots, but the rest
ers. Five panelists asked the
Commuter Councils andthe
of the student population
ticket members three quesexecufive ticket (the presi~
must get to the polls today
tions each and then the floor
dent, legislative vice-presifrom 10 a.in.-6 p.m., tomorrow 9:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. and 4 - dent and administrative vice- was opened for the audience
questions.
_ ·
president).
6 p.m. or Friday 9:30 a.m. - 2
Participating in the debate
The two executive tickets
p.m.
met in the theatre on Monday were tickefmeinbers Sam
All Student Government
Lind, Kristin Arvin· and
Association (SGA) offices are for a debate. The event, co·.Michael Fowler paired .·
sponsored by The Xavier
open for election. These
include 13 senators, class
Newswire and the elections
against Michael Kramer, J;D.
board, drew over 50 observFlaherty and Betsy King.
officers, Residence Hall and
;

Athletes help break through. the Xavier color line
rable games was when Xavier broken goal post out of
Bengals coach;
Mobile, Ala., the cooches
played the Uniyersity of Lou- Nippert Stadium, down
Today,Davis is a mail
arrangedforTomlin to spend
isville in 1951. Davis was not Victory Parkway and back to processing machines ma~
the night atthe hon'le of a
allowed to stay with the team Xavier, escort_ed by the
chank at the Stuebenville
black dentist, for Blacks were
Not until the 1950s did
police," remembered Davis. .·Post Office.
so he stayed with an elderly
not permitte<;J to stay with the
blac~s appear in atly signifipriest tintil game time. · ·
Still, Davis did not-·· ·
- :Tomlin, a graduate.of
cant numbers' on athletic
~-'·team in the ·major.hotels; • .
'7heCardinals \\'ere out
graduate. In 1959, he re-·
Lockland WayneHigh
fields at most American
Jim Boothe, a teammate
to kill me," Davis
.
turned to Central Catholic
School, was on the school's
and, today, an assistant
colleges.
1952 Class B Ohio Champi~
remembered. Kluska told the High School as line coach,
The two who broke the
professor of education at
team to protect Davis, and
and he stayed fqr two years.
onship team.
.
color barrier at Xavier were
Xavier, said; "The team.\vas ·
The NFL GreenBay
Tomlin, a 6' 1", 165~pound . jeak)us becauseTomlin was
Xavier won the game 47-6.
football player Denny Davis
After the '51 season, Davi.s Packers gave Davis a tryout,
guard; started for the freshand basketball player Ray
treated to steak dinners."
man team at Ohi6 State, but
had ·a disagreement with the ·but he wns released after a.
Tomlin.
.·Another occasion Tomi in
coaches, left , ·
·
ran into
. recalls isiil N.ew Orleans
Davis was a 235-pound
Xavier to join
. financial prob- \Vhen be; an assistant coach
product of Steubenville
. lems and was · and a team trainer were
Central Catholic High, where the 82nd ·Air~-·
"Thefans 'U.Jortld carry
forced to
borne divi- .
he won All-Ohio honors in.
sitting at.a table in theai_rport
the
broken
goal
post
out
transfer.
sion.
terminal .. A screen was · .
. 1950. A number of colleges
of Nippert Stadium,
·Xavier
He played
placed aroun.d them because
sought the defensive tackle,
it was not common to have
football with
down.VictonJ Park·-coachNed.
including Xavier's head·
integrated conversations in
football coach, Ed Kluska,
way, alld back tJ ··
Wulk told
the division.
team as well
Tomlin t_o ge_ t
public.
who had recruited players
Xavier ..."
as with the
his grades up
Or1e of his most memofrom Steubenville Central
Fort
Bragg,
-"-Demry Davis
and try to .
Catholic before. ·
rable games was the Xavier I
N .C. team,
\Valk-on. He
Xavier won out, partly
University of Kentucky game
while stateentered Xavier in 1954. In this partieular ·
with an assist from the
side. During
in 1954,.
game, Tomlin guarded .
Catholic bishop of Steubenthe 1953
walked-on to
ville, whose nephew was
Kentucky's Vernon Hatton,
.. ,the_ team,, re, ; campaigns, · "I was the only player
playing at Xavier.
who would later gain AllIn his first year, 1951,
American.status.
ceived a full
he partici_ to hold [Kentucky's
Davis was a starter on a
"I was the only player to
pated ir123 · . .v.;enion] H_atfo1t to five
scholarship
games.
and started
· hold.Hatton to five points
Xavierteam.thahvent 9-0-1.
points during his .
playing bas~
"Davis"had"pfayed o,n · · · ··: · · --·Davis··
during hj~ college career. We
.
played
in
the
college
career."
.
ketball
second · upset arid-shocked the
lhree or four undefeated .
-Ray Tomlin
semester .. •
Steubenville Cetl\.'l'i!l Catholic Trooper Bowl
Wildcats' freshman team," reat Fort
The
teams," said Kluska. "f'le
membered Tomlin..
Campbell,
freshman
was a real nice person.
· After his senior seasan,
Ky. Soon,
basketball
Everyone enjoyed him and
· Tomlin was 12 hours short of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; . . . . _ ; . . . . _ _ _ , team went 10- graduating. He tried to work
football
he was a hard worker."
players gave him the nickcouple of exhibition games.
7 that year. In his three-year
The team, as a whole, got
his way through, b_ut was .. ·'
name "Stonehead," because
Davis then joined the
basketball career, Tomlin
along well on- and offdrafted by the Armyin 1958~
he blocked with his head.
semi-pro Wheeling, W.Va.,
played, but only started one
campus. But according to
Tomlin was stationed for·
In January, 1954, Davis
lronmen. Davis played there · game during his senior year.
Davis, racial bias emerged on
16 months in WestGermany:
'~Raymond was a fine young
left the army and re-entered
from 1962to1964.
·
several occasions.
\
He was released and held a
Xavier.
'
In the 1962 semi-pro
man," recalls Don Ruberg,
When the players went to
job at Kenners Toys ii11960
A proud memory for
league championship game,
then an assistant at Xavier .
a private bar near campus,
as afab technician. He
and later head coach. ·
Davis was beating the··
he was vo~ed outstanding
the owners refused to serve .
currently works as a techni~
University of Cincinnati three lineman.
Still, Tomlin encountered · ciari at Quantum Chemicat
Davis. He bought a drink
out of the four times he
He played his last semisome of the same problems
elsewhere and returned to
... Tomlin still. regrets that he
played against the Bearcats.
pro year with Sam Wyche,
bn the road asDavis. When
drink with the team.
did riotfinish the.12 hours he
"The fan:;; would carry the
the current Cincinnati
, the team wentto ~1lay in ·
One of his most memoneeded to gnidt1afo ..
By E.S. Wadlington III
The Xavier Newswire

a
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Tap per-form·a-nc·e- -post-pon-ed
By Mike Kelly

The Xavier Newswire
"It's amazing how many
things on this campus our
basketball team is affecting,"
said Randal McCravy,
associate director for
Student Activities, upon
learning that the dance
group, Austin on Tap, has
accepted the Student
Activities Council's request
for a postponement of their

D

l)

\1

scheduled Saturday concert
to Tuesday, Apr. 24.
If the Musketeers should
win their game against Texas
on Thursday, the performance would be directly going
up against the fourth round
game.·
"If we play on Saturday,
win or lose, I can't see a lot of
students coming out to see a
tap dance. I think it was
common sens~ for.us to get ,
out of the contractuahigree-'
ment," said McCravy.

I

\

l)

"'

P

Because Thursday night
would be too late to inform
the company as to whether or
not there would be a Saturday conflict, the request for
the changed date does not
rely on the results of Thursday's game.
"The contract was made in
October and we didn't realize
the potential for problem
until the NCAA tournament
selections wh'en
we
found
I
•
.
' ·ou't whe'n the team Would be
playing," said McCravy.

I

I

I

\

LIMITED TIME
OFFER FOR

PEOPLE WITH
LIMITED TIME.

-~-
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IT'S TIME FO:R DOMINO'S -PIZZA:

396-7400
........,
.
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, .. .-

·ANY PIZZAi'·:·ANY PIZZA•

i $t.9§l $1.95 i
I 5 topping limit. No double toppings. 1 5 topping limi~. No do~ble toppings. I
Coupon required.
I1
Coupo.n
requtred.
I
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Executive ticket endorseme-ntXavier students must be represented by students
willing to actively engage the administration.and
present an accurate stUdent perspective on important
decisions affecting the students: We also need
students willing to and.capable of involving the
student bOdy in the dfi!Cisions affecting them,: and
informing students of the actions of student government
Clubs
organizations need leaders that_ will do
more than allocilte money; they need guidance and
assisstance.in efficiently spending the money allocated, successfully programming events and avoiding duplication-of spending.
Sam· Lind,· Kristi Arvin and Mike Fowler have
defined 'the role the executive tieket must'fill,-one of .
openn~s and invoivement, with both the students
and the administration.· Lind, Arvin and-Fowler
have announced their commitment to effectiv~
communication, and-they will fulfill this by producing a periodkSGA newsletter to inform the.students
of proposals·the administration or student government is considering, and also by polling and holding
student forums. -. -' Campaign literature has repeatedly contained
sirhilar campaign points in the past years, with
Programming and the -_
neither side offering_real solutions to various stuSAC
dent concerns. Questions have remained concernThe Newswire' s Perspec_~_
ing solutions to the bookstore's monopoly, and the,
tives page ran a special about
programming and the SAC in
direction student government funds take.
their March 21 edition that.
This year, one ticket has concrete solutions to
featured some student's .·. · these problems: -Sam Lind, Kristi Arvin and Mike
responses. To understand
Fowler have already found analternative book
student needs, the SGA
seller, and they have a plan to redirect how funds
should attain information
- such as this and then should
are distributedto clubs, effectively cutting wasted
study it in order to develop
funds and dupilicate spending. Out of concern for
·programming that the ,
ever increasing overall student costs, Lind 1 Arvin
student body will attend and
and Fowler have promised a lower budgetthan the
enjoy. From the i·esponses ·
previous_ two student administrations .
given in that edition, an
Lind, Arvin and Fowler are the ticket that will inobvious shortcoming is SAC
promotion. Whether it is
vestigate the needs of the students, detem'line what
because the promotion is
must be done and d_o it.
·
inadequate or the students_
are ignoring it, is not of issue.
Something must be done lo
inform students of existing
programs that they are
Staff currently asking for, This
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughouttheschool
improved promotionwould .
year, except during vacation. and Editor in chief- Brian Sullivan
be
used for things such as the
exams, by the students of Xavier General Manager - Kent George
sub-run movie series, the University, 3800-Victory Parkway~ Managing editor,... M;H. Clopton
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
·
- ·Business Manager:...
Comedy series, and the .
. ·David
The statements and opinions of
wednesday nightJurnp Start
·
·
-.
_
Stubenrauch
The Xavier Newswire are not necesSeries - all of which meet
sarily those of _the student" bOdy, Office Manager'=-- Maria Lovell
needs expressed in the _ '
faculty or administration of Xavier.
Statements and opinions of colum~
"MallTalk" section of the
nistsdo not necessarily reflect those Newsedilors-KathyOshel, Mike Kelly
-.
_
·
page.
of the editors:
_
Perspectives editor- Ken Hartlage
do
not
_
Programs
that
SubscriP.tionrates are $15.00/ Sports editor- _ . __ Meghan Eitz
year within the USA., Subscription Oiversi_ons editor- Molly Donnellon
currently exist but should be
inquiries should be dirt!e:ted to David
explored
can be done in
Photographyeditor.:..
MicheleSulka
_ Stuberirauch, Business Manager
Kerry Cronin
cooperation w.ith the Cincin~
(513_ -745-3561). Advertising inquir- Calendar editories should be directed to ·Kent
nati entertainment industry;
. John Lovell
Ceorge,Genera1Manager(513"745- Layout editor- Earlier
this year_Iwrote an
3561).
- .·
' Assistant editors - Lena Ina, Chris
article about this type of
- - Reprinting of artides or car- Meyer, Deena Calabre5e, Chris Fuse';
cooperation using theEnjoy
toons without tl\e permission oft he D.C. Wolff, Melanie Dawn Brooks,
author and/or.The Xavier Newswire. Lance Weislak
the Arts Card as an exarnple.
is strictly prohibited.
Adviser- ·
In order for this to be sucRosalind
Florez
. Entered as third class matter at
cessful,the-Administrative
the U.S. PostOffice under permit
number 1275.
_
.
Vice President must be able
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity _
to
train the incoming SAC
for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
and other programming

and

Pro.pOSQI forStuc:Jent Government's futlJre··

A philos(;)phY and an ag~ndCJ

The ·xavier-NewswireNewswire

•

minded organizations in:throughoutthe y~ar. ,Kristi
cooperation, idea develop~
willbe available fo all
· ment, planning, budgeting;\: , - ·senators and'grol.ipsap~- -·' · -·
and promotion:- Mike Fowler ' proaching'the se11ate tO:help
is eager to undertake this; -·-·
thern open dosed doors and
challenge,
· .· . ·
meet the needs of the student·
body;·_Developing senate ., ,·
.
potential ·
·
The development of
student leaders·_
We believe-the most
effective_senateprojects
-People don't like tobe told
come from
- should, arid
whatfo do, nor do they like .
the senate._ Thi~ do_es not
to be direction less .. A happy
mean; however, that there - IT\cdiitm can be.achieved by
arei:i'ta number of projects at· the development ofSGA
Kristi's disposal for senators -services for the entire student
to pursue. VI/£! would like to
body. The first thing that
see projects involving the
must occur is a greater
development of SG A servic€!S openness of the SGA. The
for clubs, the publication of a students should be informed
SGA services and organiza- of all SGA policies, re5ources
tions guide, the establish- _ . . and programs.-DecisioJ'ls
ment of SGA funding guide~.
should be announced to the
lines and a SGA Funding
-_s.tudent body while they are
Coordinator, and the imbeing developed, not after
plementation of SGA awards
they have been made. A .
· and benefits to recognize , ·
greater portioll'of the stµdent
outstanding ~tudent organibody should be involved - ·
-zationsand leaders. The
with the SG;\.through
success of these projects and·" . increased club rriembe~ships,.
those. from the Senate will be
student forums·to gain a feel .
determined by how well the
for stUdCnt concerns, and
.
legislative Vice President €an gen~_ral student knowledge of
guide and support Senators
the SCA. A series of lectures
in their endeavors. Kristi ·
by outside leaders should be
Arvin, a tWo-term senator
develope~ - one involving .
and present chair of the
interesting,.controversia_I
constitution committee, is __
figures; Once students are
able fo do this; She will draw a ware o_f the opportunities
-upon her own experiences
. available, they will see their
and those of the entire SGA
ch<Illenge and come forthfo
to train the Senate in the use meet it. I, and the rest of the
of university resources, ·
SGA, win be here to help
.·student cooperation, and
themthroughou't the.entire_
private sector resources. This process - it is why we have
will be accomplished in series been chosen.
·
of workshops and experien-- - Sam' Lind
tial,learnirig situations.
-

will

\

'._,
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I would definitely work to
change the total lack of
consideration many members
of the administration show
the students. I would
accomplish this by coninuing
to bring Student Goverment
into the mainstream of Xavier
Affairs. I would have
student goverment, and
especially the Senate, assert
itself as the voice of the
student body! I would also
continue the restructing work
within the Senate and the
Student Activities Councilto.
even further create an
efficiency of time and money
that will alow for more tiine .
to address issues, rather; tfian
be bogged down w.ith . ·
administrative tasks that
keep us too busy now to
really be a help to the Stu- ·
dent body. l will also work
to make the Club Committee
more responsive to the needs
of the clubs.

·-Jeff Miller

A Student Government comment and .opinion column
If electe.d to the Senate, what specific areas within the
university, \YOuld you like to. address and perha~s ch.<'.'~~~?
The responses below are printed a·s received, directly from the applications, without co"ections.

not only in goverment and·
extra curricular activities, but
also in the dances, plays, and
shows. We need to time these
so they are more convenient
to commuters. I would like to
see the residents enjoy the
nearby culture offered at the
mu5eums, zoo, sports events,
galleries, playhouse, etc, but
also enjoy the parks, the Little·
Miami River, the ski spots,
and other attractions off of the
bus line. We need to offer
inexpensive transportation or
ride-shares to these places. ·
- Shawna BUms ·

As a senator I would like
to implement a plan to · ·
reward clubs that do the
extra work to use their
allocated funds for the good
of their organization. If the
If re-elected to the senate I
club took an active role in
would like to address issues
univel'Sity life, they'C:ould
such as scheduling, preearn extra funds. A criterion
registration for athletes and
would have to be developed
community relations. These
fo order to judge the student are issues I have addressed
groups. This program
this past year.and am still
should help to improve the
working on today. As a
clubs~Additionally, the. . . · senator I will continue to
_.
.effectively confront issues as
budget commitee ~ould ,
have a better idea as to the.
they arise, as to insure that the
monetary needs of different
issues that effect the students
clubs. My specific interests
are not overlooked.
are in the student goverment
- RichardJ. Mizak
budget and club committees.
- Patrick Vaughan
If elected, I would like lo
increase the amount of
.The job of a Senator is to
communication which goes
on between student organizalisten to the students. By
listening you find the areas to tions so that we can all work
address, the.topics that
together to improve the
quality of Xavier's College
people are concerned ~ith.
The best way to do this is to
.Life.
get out on the mall and talk
- Mimi Melissa Fincher
to the students. At the
present time, however, I do
l would like to change
feel strongly about one issue. student body relations. We
I think students should have
need to be able to relate to
more sayin some administra- each other. We live on the
tive decisions. For example,
same campus but a lot of the
we should have been contime we don't have an outlet
sulted concerning the new
to communicate or interact. I
school year schedule.
want to see more open
- Jennifer Banta
forums, outings (field trips)
and group events.
If elected, rwould try to
We need a place to put all
influence changes towards a ·. major organizations on this
better food service, the
campus together, like a ·
improvements of the resistudent uniori. This place ·
. dence halls, getting foreign
would be headquarters for all
- students activly involved
organizations. A lot of groups
on campus are ignorant of
with the university and
what exactly some groups are.
generally to.improve ~h~ .
academics & other activities
and when they are putting on
within the university to the
shows. lfthe headquarters
highest level possible.
was all in one:place organizations
could interact more
- Samir A. Sherif
freely and know who is on ·
;,1·1'-at rnmmittec in case they
J would like to get the
need
something. This would
commuters on campus mor.e
promote
unity, improve
and the resident students off
student
relations,
networking
campus more .. I hope to see
skills for.sponsoring events
commuters more involved,

ingcommunication bctwt-en
clubs and Senate, data base for.
budgetary progress, teacher
evaluations, and helping commuters to become a more
intricate part of the campus.
will be on top of current
issues, and listen to student
concerns. Finally. c~ange is
something I feel that is necessary, but should qc qone in a
· cautious manner. Carefull,
accurate evaluatfons of
situations are crucial aspects
to a position that affects
others.
·
-Brad Ruwe

promote equality; whether it
be appointing a leader,
There are two specific areas
voting for an issue; or ·
· of interest whith I believe ..
attending an honorary
need to be addressed. First I
If elected, I would like to
banquet. Other issues l feel
would like to make student
look at a number of issues,
need addressing are the .
government more of a liason
some long term and short
rights and privileges of the
bet~een the university
term. One of the most
commuter population. J
administration and the
pressing issues facing the
think we need to think of
student body. As was seen
university, as I see it, is an
new ways to introduce huge with the updated school
investigation of the benefits
off-campus student body to
calendar, the administration
to students being proporthe activities and clubs that
many times will make rash
tional - or not - to the
many campus students take decisions without consulting
increased tuition. We also
for granted because they are or at least informing the
need to look at the direction
within such close reach. I
student body. Second I am
of what is happening
want to address the idea of
planning to create a student
physically to the campus.
safety, particularly the
book exchange as my senate
Perhaps .the most imporcrosswalk on Ledgewood by project for the upcoming year.
tant problem that our senate
the'Health Center. This
Currently there is no alternamust face, however, is an
.·
may sound to be a trial
tive option to selling your
increased effort to communi- problem, but I can't count
books at the bookstore. I
cate with the student body
the times I've almost gotten
would see the book exchange
in an effective and sincere
run over during broad
as a way of helping save the
manner. I fancy myself as
daylight. One of the biggest student the time and money of
someone fairly in touch with issues I want to discuss is
having to sell their books back
different people on campus.
the issue of budget. Exactly
to the bookstore.
Lhope to see this goal of an
who decides how much
- Pat Potter
informed senate - informed
money an organizatior:i gets
by its constitUent~come tO · · and where it is allocated? I
· Do you feel left out? Are
its fruition during my term
want to be on Senate so that you lost in administrative red
as a senator..
I too may have my share of
.
.
tape? These are some issues I
political power in determin- am primarily concerned with.
- Christian J. Cashman
ing which senior class has to Student concerns are not
buy a yearbook and who
I feel there is a great need
expressed often enough and
gets on the board of such
for students to play a bigger
never to the right people. I
and such an organization.
role in policy making. I
feel the same way that that
Above all, I want to make you do, and I want to do
want to see administration
realize the importance of the sure that my views and
something about it. Student
opinions are represented iri
student voice and tap into
government c~n definitely
Congress, because I feel that work to your benefit. That is
the potential right at their
I represent groups or indi- ·
fingertips. Too often,
why it is important to elect inviduals that don't play an
administration forgets that
dividuals who are willing to
active part in student
we are the key to their
work hard for you.
government btit still want to
'tradition of excellence.
- Sarah Petit
be heard. ·
·
- Jennifer Verkamp
There are several aspects of
- Sharon S. Budde
the Xavier Community that
I would like to continue
need to be addressed in the
1 would like to address a
coming year. These include:
working on the formation of 11umber of issues if I am
Mortar'Board, a senior
elected to senate. First of all the chronic dissatisfaction of
national honor society.
Resident students with the
I would like to improve the
When a chapter of Mortar
student government budget- cafeteria; the Bookstore, whose
dual problems of high prices
Board does come into
ing system. In doing this I
and the fact that it is the only
existence at Xavier, the void
would like to fund mqre
textbook source for students
which exists in the combined heavily clubs that get more
presentheadachesfqrthe
areas of scholarship, leaderaccomplished and allow ·
ship, and service would be
more students to participate student body; and, most
filled. On a different note, I
importantly, the housing
in them. I just want to see
dilemna faced by Xavier.
would like to see improved
more students involved in
Now that the Village is under
relations between the
clubs because I believe
administration and students. students need to do more in
the office of Residence Life,
Finally, I·would like to see
something should be done
college than just study.
Student Government
about defraying the cost of
I also want to work to
Officials to be more strinliving there so that all students
keep costs and tuition
have an opportunity to live
gently held accountable to
down, while continuing to
there, not just those who can
students.
help the university grow
afford it. Coupled with the
and prosper.
- Renee' Zucchero
difficulty of finding conven- Mir.had Mon is
ient, afforci<1ble off-campus
As already me11ti011ed, I
housing, l feel that this is the
want to address the idea of
If elected, there are
most important issue.
student unity and congruity. specific areas I will address.
- Dom A. Santoleri
r want to know how I can
Among these are, improvand, etc.
. - Latoya Allen
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Cunion_'s weapon. disturbs readers·
The moiot recent column
not a member of a minority (his
my opinion of the ignorance of
21 years, and you toe> will
written by Newswire resident
second interpretation), but
this article! Apparently, it is
understand.
columnist William Cunion takes
because he has never experidefinitely a "Black Thing"
I would end by stating that I
as its subject "reverse racism."
enced the effects of racism. By
· am 'not a member of the BSA,
because he still doesn't
Mr. Cun ion, it seems, is reluctant racism, I mean "the act of
that this letter is not the response understand that ifs not
to approach this issue, but isimposing upon one race ,the
of the BSA, and should not be
downgrading a_nyone .. It's , .
1prompted by the BSA display
values and ideals of another,"
construed as such, though I hope saying that he needs to realize
commemorating Black History
not the.related term, prejudice,
they will agree with my words.
that apparently this "weapon"
Month (February, the shortest
which means "to prejudge," in
This is simply the thoughts of a
- equality is a weapon to him
·
month of the year), which
the sense of possessing unstudent, no great expert on
because he is a racist, but I bet
founded opinions about the·'
includes a shirt with the words
racism himself. lfMr. Cunion or he believes in superiority of
nature or abilities of another
"It's a Black Thing ... you
anyone else is interested, I ,
the white race. So he may as
wouldn't understand"-on the
race. Racism, therefore, requires
would refer them to the words·
well say if he feels this way,
back. This inflames Mr.
power, and is institutional;
of Atallah Shabazz, daughter of
that
''That's a White Thing ...
Cunion's "enlightened" sensiprejudices are personal. Thus, it
Malcolm X, and my influence on
you
wouldn't
understand." So
bilities; hence, the column.
is a "racist" society, but a
the matter, or any member of the
his knowledge of what
Mr. Cunion interprets the
"prejudiced" individual.
BSA.
equality means to him is not
phrase as meaning that either
I am confident that, upon.
- Richard L. Wagner
based on equal rights but
reflection, Mr. Cunion will agree
"the color of my skin affects my
White rights first, then minor- ·
ability to think" or that "I do not
that he has never, and will
ity, which presents the
never, be denied em'ployment
understand prejudice, since I am
[Cunion's] opinion about
not a minority." Sadly, this ·
because of his race; that he will
problem of why it's a black
himself being afraid that most
never be detained as a suspect
gross misunderstanding is not
thing! ..
whites see affirmative action
restricted to Mr. Cunion: many
for a murder when he was only
~Lisa Johnson
programs as "favoritism" is
other students suffer from it as
standing on a street corner (as
crap! Favoritism of who,
well. I hope that this public
occurred recently in our great
Blacks or just minorities? Who
city of Bosfon); that he and his
reply will remedy the public
in the world is being favored? ·
I, as a black person, am
children will never be accorded
ignorance.
The only thing that is favored
outraged
at the apparent
• Mr. Cunion's first interpretathe status of second-class
is
quality
of
work.
Blacks
earn
ignorance
William Cuniori is
citizens. In fact, his very
tion of the phrase indicates that
what they get in life; granting
illustrating in his views. I
reaction to those words on the
the paroxysm of emotion that
shirt demonstrates his immunity someone a job only happens in don't understand how he can ·
grips him when his enlightened
storybooks. ·The reverse
possibly imply that "Blacks
sensibilities are offended, affects
from victimization by racism.
racism that he.sees is only in
have begun to overstep the ',
his ability to read. Mistakenly,
Mr. Cunion reads the phrase
his mind. He has to overcome
boundaries of equality and are
"It's a Black Thing ... you ·
he reads the phrase "you can't
his racism, get educated,
.
now, themselves, building a.
understand" instead of
wouldn't understand" and is
become open-minded - then
wall of racism." My response
"wouldn't." The phrase does
angered. Why exclude me!" he
, maybe he will understand
not imply that it is impossible
to that statement is that Blacks<
thinks. I am· not prejudiced! I
cannot be, in any shape or: ' ...
for a middle-class White such as
do not deserve.to be grouped
what the black thing is.
Mr. Cunion to understand,
with Afrikaaners! This is the
This freedom ol the press
form, racist: Black people
merely that he "wouldn't." He
feeling of discrimination, felt just ju_nk is a bit out of hand! But
don't have the kind of power
"wouldn't" understand, not
this once, by someone who has
that's why I'm responding to
to disenfranchise another race
simply because he is white and
never been excluded. Feel it for
his opinion because I'm giving
c.)f people, the only, thing a

black person can expound is
prejudice.
How can a black person ·
"overstep the boundaries of
equality," when we h.aven't
even reached the door of ,
equality?· Just because a few
Blacks have earned high
positions in this society, and
they have only been allowed
these positions because they
are "safe''. and cause no threat
in the eyes of whites.
In reference to Cunion's comment on, "It's a Black
Thing .. : you.wouldn't
understand," this statement in
no way implies that whit~ .·. ·
people don't have the intellectual ability to understand. But
dearly because you are white,
you don't have the experience
to truly feel what. it is like to be
opressed, because this is your
society. I cannot understand
what the Jewish people
experienced iri the Nazi
concentration camps, but I can
sympathize and identify with
the Jewish people, simply
because I am black. Racism is
a human problem and must-be
dealt with quickly.
·
· I suggest to William and
any.other caucasians to come
, together with the BSA, -and to
have a forum and discuss the
issue ol this T-shirt, ;;les a
Black Thing ... you wouldn't
understand."
-Wendy R~ Lynem

·Mandela's Strength critical StOdium needs kick
to South African change
""Free at last, free at last."
These simple yet powerful
words spoken by Martin
Luther King in the late 1960s
should forever ring true at
the sight of Nelson Mandela
being set free several weeks
ago from a South African
prison. Does this surprising,
but logical, action by the
South African government
signal the end of apartheid?
Not within the foreseeable
future. Though the apparatus for dismantling apartheid
\Viii soon be in place. TI1e
key now is not the free
Mandela but the African
National Congress and the
pov·:er it could yield in an
election. President DeClerk
is surprisingly adept at
gauging the serious problems
and the probable solutions
that could cure its deep
wounds, if onlv the consNvatJ vc:; wouid let hiin. Tl. is the·
conservatives who wili press
for a"diluted" ANC in the
political process, and the
denying of the one-man, onevote concept. Sooner or later

this issue will come to a
boiling head, and it looks as
if the conservatives will not
relinquish white power
without violence.
DeClerk is the first 'Sou th
African president in a long
line of bumbling bureaucrats
to realize that keeping
Mandela incarcerated was a
political and economic
liability. A political liability
by the constant protesting by
African Nationals. The
constant protesting has
besieged the Sou th African
police force with low moral
a11d a guilty conscience. An
economic liability, because
of the world-wide sanctions
and the non-acceptance of
gold krugcrrands. South
Africa is economicallv
exhausted, and to fili'its
coffers, the govermen t·is
hoping that the world
nwrk1~ts •,,,i\l\ <..irop smictions
against the much desired
krugerrand and its other
industries. This scenario is
certainly within the realm of
possibility, _though· the

opening of world markets to
gold kruggerrands would
only devalue the price of
gold, furthering the economic
crisis of South Africa.
And what of Mandela?
For ccrt~inly, he is the main
figure in bringing a true
peace and prosperity to
South Africa. The road to
this hope will not be ari easy
or safe one. His life is in the
upmost danger. His death by
assasimition, whether carried
out by a secret po.lice force, or
by radical.African nationals,
would be the last straw to a
bloody re vol ti t1011~ Jn the
end, a slaughter of white
South Africans and a country
where annrchy would be the
norm. 13ut Mandela is strong,
and should, baring any
catastrophe, be instrumental
in bringing peace to South
Africailnd·in the process..
\"/~n the i'\Job.:!l Peace Prize in
1991. "Free at last, free at
last."

Enough is enough, I'm not going to stand around anymore
and "hope'.' something will be done. 1am a member of the
women's soccer team, and I've decided that something has to be
done about the field situation. The other members of the 'team
and I have been very patient and understanding, knowing that
Xavier has many projects and changes going on; however, after
waiting over a year and a half for the cori,pletion of the field
. (two full seasons), I have had
If I as a student would start a project, being determined as 1
am, I would.finish it. Consequently, I have.come to the conclusion that Xavier docs.not have this same dedication and com~
mittment I do. Being such a prestigous university, I would
assume that Xavier's goals would be to help the students to take
pride in themselves and the things that they do. How can the
administration and faculty at Xavier expect students to complete
their assignments and jobs 100%, when they themselves cannot
finish one project before they begin another. (The new chemish·y
building willbe completed before the field is finished.) I
understand thar there are problems with the drainage and the
hill falling in; hence, why weren't these things thought about
before tearing up the field? A heart surgeon wouldn't operate if
he didn't know how or why he was operating! Come on!
We understand tha.t the field is not a priority project at
Xavier, this has been made clear, Not only does this emphasize
to the team, but also to the parents, that soccer players are
second class athletes. Did yot.fknow that thc women's soccer
team is one of the most successful women's teams at Xavier?·
·with an 11-4-2 record, and no real home field, that's not bad.
The field is 20 miri~tes away. This fact distracted the team, and
also our play. Transportation won-ies exist: which arc unneces:Sary fort.he playo?rs to have.1·0 d~al with . .'<\!so no locker rooms
1. or showers could be off~reo to the oppo,,mg teams, unlefis they
were to drive back to Xavier. This is a.Division I program. Ha!
Hopefully, this letter has demonstrated how disappointed ram.
And, if anyone wants dire'ctions to the field, come see me.

it:·

- Michael C. DeAloia

- Melissa-Rae Moonnan

·

·

.

Classifieds
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LIFEGUARDS
Lifeguards wanted for
small private pool. Memorial
Day through Labor Day. Red
Cross certified, previous
experience essential. Over 18
years old. $4.25 per hour
plus bonus. Please send
resume to:
Glendale Lyceum
865 Congress Ave.
. Glendale, OH 45246
Bright, energetic, girl-Friday.
Bookkeeping, typing,· computer on Nantucket Island this
summer. Room & S~lary. 508228-3942.
Bright, energetic, furniture
mover, packer, truck unloader
and all-around odd-jobs person on Nantucket Island this
summer. Room & Salary. 508228-3942.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Full-time summer positions are
available in our auto travel department. Qualified individuals
will have a working knowledge of
major U.S. Highway systems and ,
excellent communication skills. .
· r. Our offices are located in Cleveland, Mentor and Rocky River.
Rate of pay will be $4. 75 per hour.
Intere~ted individuals should call
1-800:552-9199, Ext. 6016.

Pregnant?
- Choose Adoption
Emotionally and Financially
secure couple wishes· to adopt
infant. Call LouAnn at (419)
382-1050.
Part-time positions available
with a national audiovisual
company to assist in hotel
and convention set-ups.
Neat appearance and positive
attitude a must. Call Jon
Sagers at 721-1581
1972 Jeep-Completely
rebuilt, metallic purple, 56K
miles, $1,600 or Best Offer.
281-5069; 2207 Upland Place,
Cinti., OH 45206.

WIN. A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero investment
Campus Organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities call
OCMC: 1-800-950-8472,
· ext. 10.

Off-Campus ·
Housing
Somethi!_lg for
those of you
who aren't taking
Kaplan Prep~M
We've produced more top scores on
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than
all other courses combined.
Which means if you're not taking
Kaplan Prep:" you may
need to take more than
a fi2 pencil to the test.

•Walk to
Campus
•.Free
Heat
•Cable

';:!STANLEY H. KAPIAN

!-1~1k1: Kaplan 01"fokc \bur Clmnccs

GMAT and LSAT
Classes start the
beginning of April.
Call 821-2288 for
lnforma ti on.
Fn1 ntltcr lnc,u11111s c·.lll llllll ·K1\ !'-TEST

•Parking
Oxford Apts.
1005 Dono
Av·e. Call Tom
at 96 l ·6l89 or

474-0449

Roommate Wanted- Female,
22 years or older. Ravenswood
on Erie. $237.50 per month,
includes heat. Call 335-9598.
ARTICULATE AND OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS
-Needed for radio station
telephone contest. Clifton
(next to UC). Salary $4.00 $8.00 per hour. Temporary
position. Hours: 9·1 and/or
1:30-5:30 p.m. and/or 5:30·
9:30p.~.

961-8864

MODELS WANTED
Immediateneedsfor"GirlNext
Door" type non-professional
models. Excellent pay many
openings. Send reply to P.O.
Box 428828, Cinti., OH, 45242
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES
from$1 (U-Repair). Delinquent
tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-602-838-8885, Ext.
GH18791.

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.
NEEDS YOU!
Now hiring for all types
of summer positions.
Make a lot of money and
spend the entire summer on the Grand
Strand. Have the best
summer of your life. For
complete list of positions available, send
check or MIO of $9.95
to Myrtle Beach Job
Opportunities, Dept.
002, P.O. Box 38813,
Greensboro,N.C. 27438

Pre-registration for Fall
Semester, 1990
Preregistration for the fall semeter, 1990,
will take place in the Registrar's Office,
Alterl29, from Wednesday, April 4
through Tuesday, April 10. Students can
pick up a copy of the Fall Schedule of
Classes and the Registration Form in the
Registrar's Office beginning Monday,
March 26. Resident Hall.students
received their Preregistration
appointment time cards through the
campus mail around March 19.
Commuters should pick up theri time
cards in the Registrar's Office as soon as
possible.
Academic Adyising
All students must meet with their
academic advisors prior to
preregistering. You can find the name of
your advisor by consulting the bulletin
board on first floor of Alter Hall just
opposite the Registrar's Office. Advisors
and advisees are listed there according
to major and college.
In addition, all undecided, freshmen and
sophomores, should attend an Academic
Forum as follo~s:
··, --- ·~·' .-..-- .. College of Arts and Sciences and
Social Sciences: Wednesday, March 21 at
2:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium
College of Business: Wednesday,
March 28 at 2:30 p.m. in Kelly
Arif.litorium.

Muskies savor. sweet taste of 'March Madnes$'.: ·
'

By David Stubenrauch

The Xavier Newswire

INDI_ANAPOLIS - "Xavier doesn't get the respect it deserves.
We simply have to go out and work hard. Hopefully we can
: beat (;~qrg~town," saidJamal Walker before: the gafl1e .. ~nd
. they did,.before a recor<;f crowd of 37, 842 at the Indiana · ·
Hoosier Dome. The.win marks the first time· Xavier has ever
been in the ,;Sweet 16"ofthe NCAA tournament ..... .
. . Rank~.d 24th. by the Associated Press, Xavier defeated the.
fifth ranked Georgetown Hoyas, 74-71. "We .had all our
cylinders working pretty wen today. Our kids played with .
tremendous courage and determination," said coach Pete
Gillen.
.
. ..
.
After defeating the Tigers of Kansas State University, the .
Xavier Musketeers advanced to the Se<:ond round of the. ·
NCAA Mid west regional to face the giant~ of. Georgetown.
Xavier managed to establish the pace of the garne early .. ·
After Hill scored the first two points of the gall_le (free
throws), the Muskies never looked back. . .. .
·
But, Georgetown's second half attempts to cut the score
were almost successful.· After a three-point basket by David
Edwards, the Hoyas tied the game at 68, and later at 70. Yet
the Muskies were able to hold off the Hoyas to win. "I feared
. a lot of things and they an came true," said Georgetown coach
·John Thompson.
.
.. . .
" · With four of th_e nation's. top rebounders, the inside game
was a major factor. Georgetown's big men, juniqr Dikembe
Mutombo (7'2") and sophomore Alonzo Mourning ( 6'10"),
cl\allenged Xavier's senfors, Tyrone Hill (6'10") and Derek
Strong (6'10").
The game was physical and fouls were inevitable. Leading
65-57 with still 6:15 left in the game; Hill picked up his fifth
and final foul. Mourning also fouled out with :06 left to play.
Strong and Walker played with four fouls each; as did,Geor~.
getown guard Dwayne Bryant.
Strong ba.lanced his defensive playing with offensive
contributions, scoring 19 points for the game, 11 in the first
half. Walker added 15 points, while Jamie Gladden and Hill
each scored 13 for the Muskies.

INDIANAPOLIS - First round games of the NCAA Tournament have not been all-together kind to the Xavier Musketeers. The 1988 tournament paired them against the eventual
·champion Kansas Jayha'rks in Lincoln, Nebraska. Last year,
the place was Atlanta, Georgia, and the team was the Michigan Wolverines; the 1989 champions.
· . ·.
But'this opening match-up was going to be.a little ~it
different than most of the prev!ous. This gam~ was being
played just up the road in the Indianapolis Hoosier Dome,
against the 17-14 Kansas State Wildcats. It would be played in
their home uniforms in front of an overwhelming Muskie
crowd, with a first ever sixth seed.
Only one person could keep Xavier from their destiny, a
second round game against Georgetown. That was Kansas
State's senior guard, Steve Henson. Henson came iQto .th.e
game averaging just under' 17 points a game, but even more .
powerful, a great three-point field goal touch. He leads the ·.
Big Eight.in career three-pointers, with 234.
The game b:egan as expected, with Henson carrying the
Wildcats. He scored the team's first 11 points while Xavier.
struggled to get into their tempo. At the five minu~e mark in
the first half, the Musketeers began to push the ball. more and
take it to K-State. They took a 10 point lead at half-time and
never relinquished it.
·
The biggest key in this game was the. near perfect freethrows by the Muskies. They connected on 37 of 43 attempts,
led by senior Tyrone Hill's 17of18 from the charity stripe.
When asked about his seemingly unconscious shooting, Hill
credited his concentration, confidence and plentjr of sleep. "I
got about 10 hours last night," said Hill.
·
But the dreaming had just begun for Hill and the Muskies.
Up next would be the showdown that will be talked about for
generations to come. Georgetown!

vmJ· . . . .....
ekomts

By_M.G. Eitz
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SAM
KINISO.N
Thur• Mar 29 •.B:OD·plll.
MUSIC HALL

IDWEST REGION. SEMI-FINALS
Dallas,

Texas.~

Tl111rsday, Marcl1 22·

Tlc1t111: .·.·T~C~ETPtC!N"

· or cll•l!ll by phone: 1-800-225-7337

24-HR EVENT INFORMATION:

281-8400

MAP OF THE WORLD 4t TONIGHT, Wed. Mar 21
THE JESUS and MARY CHAIN·• Fri •Mar 23
INNOCENCE MISSION •Wed• Mar 21
L A GUNS w/Shark Island • Thur • Mar 29
DEADFEST '90 Ill w/Mystic Groovies • Fri • Mar 30
BLACK UHURU· •sat• Mar 31
PETER MURPHY· w/Nlne Inch Nalls • Mon • Apr 2
MIGHTY LEMON DROPS· w/ The Ocean Blue •Fri •Apr 6
VIOLENT FEMMES w/Tlger Llllys •Sat • Apr 7
ALANNAH ·MYLES w/The Questionnaires •Sun• Apr a
MICHELLE SHOCKED w/Pol Dog Pondering •Tues• Apr 17
JOHNNY WINTER •Fri •Apr 20
THE BACK DOORS ••• You Wiii Believe• Sat • Apr 21
THE CRAMPS •Fri •Apr 21
An Evelng With CLAUDE BOLLING •Sun • Apr 29
CHICK COREA. &The Elektric •Band • Fri •May 4
SHADOWFAX w/Tuck and Patti •Fri •Mar 23

. TEXAS PROBABLE STARTERS
F
F
C
G
G

32 '- Lance Blanks
42 - Locksley Collie
44 ~ Cuillermo Myers
12 ::Joey Wright
14 -Travis.Mays

Head Coach: Tom Penders (23-8)

XAVIER PROBABLE STARTERS
F
F
C
G
G

.

20- Michael Davenport
42 - Tyrone Hill
33~- Derek Strong
10-Jamal Walker
22 - Jamie Gladden

Head Coach: Pete Gillen (28-4)

OUTLOOK:
The Longhorns are the "Cinderela" team in this tournament. They have beaten .
Georgia, 100-88, and Pun;lue, 73-72. Xavier, meanwhile, is coming off a very emotional
win over Georgefown, 74-7'1. The Xavier "Twin Towers" of Hill and Strong should be
able t.c control the inside game while UT's Travis Mays and Joey Wright will be keeping
the Muskie guards on their toes. One great obstacle for Xavier will be the crowd. Texas
like~ to do things big, so expect a crowd somewhere around tremendous for the game.
-David Stubenrauch

.:.,·

for a first game, especially
with guys playing their first
. The Xavier Newswire
game," said junior co-captain
Richard Scolio.
Football exists at Xavier.
The 37 members have
On.ly it's rugby, another club become better organized
sport that has a l~rge follow- . under Persky. "With the
ing.
· ·
addition of Coach Persky, we
The spring season began
can really compete this year,"
last Saturday with a loss at
added co-captain Bob
John Girroll University; ·
McGuire.
Under tl:leleadership of exThe team travels this
perienced firs~-year coach
weekend to Ball State. Their
Jim Persky, the team lost in
next home game is April 7
·the final minutes, 15-10.
.against Marquette at Asmen
··."They played very well
Field.
By Lena Ina

Xavier's .

x~cepflonal

freShrnen

By.J?avid Shi~rirauch.

.. ·The XJivier Newsuiirt . · ·
. INDIANAPOUS·:;. It was
·· phenomenai;'stiipendous

and: ·just plain sweet ...

. sweet t6, that:iS: . : .

. It ha5 been said that on .
any given night, any gi~n
team can be beaten. · So 1t
was Sunday~ when >Cavier ·
def~ated •. the Georgetown·
Hoyas, earning a trip to.
Dallas and a game against
the Texas Longhorns· .
. Xavier .is suddenly ·
putting .thefr name on the
map. B\ltto\yhoirido we
owe this great (\onor ?
Coach Pete Gillen? The
"Twin Towers," Tyrone Hill
and·DerekStrorig? The·· · .. ·
shooting of MiChael Davenpart or the passing of Jamal
Walker? Or how about · ·
therri freshmen?
My vote for Xavie~s
players of the year goto the·
trio of.Jamie Gfadden; · · · ·
Maurice Brantley and .:
Aaron Williams; ' · ·'
Gladden started ·most 'of'
the games this }'ear; averaging over 10 paints a.
game.· Against Geor- ·
getgwn, his.10 first-half
points rattled theHoyas. :
"We had-to scramble to.get
back in the ballgame,". said
Georgetown coachJohn Th· · ·
_ompson..
"Mon Brantley started
when Davenport was ht1rt
· in the MCC championship
game against payton. With·
Hill a11dStr<?ng guarded by·
Georgetown's 7':2" Dikembe ,
Mutombo and 6'10'!Alonzo
,.
Mourni_ng, Bra~tley
matched tip wen with 6'7'.' .
Anthony Allen. 'He tieci his
personal season high in<·.
rebounds ·(6)~:: ·~ ~·,r... ·.. ., .~>,-.:;.
Since we'!I be travelirigc:
to the Lone Star State · ·
tomorrow, let's take a ride
on the'' A-train." Aarori
Williams, with ,his boyish
look, fooled the big men of
GeorgetOwn by grabbing .
five rebounds in 16minutes.
He also was' essential in''•.
Xavier's win. Williams
leaped over three Hoyas to ·.··
grab a rebourid_and·Sc:ore.
what turned out to be the .
•the game-winning paints.
·. . · t:Jany people thin_kthat ·
~heJl Hi~l and Str()"g ,,
·graduate, this team will
.never compete on the same
. level .. But the way these .
freshmen play, they may be
•playing on an even higher
leveL · · ·
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Ann9u~cing;new·~·]dowMacin.
er price... hs oPnithe Macintosh SE
·

'.

>

,.

. ·.

an

'

.

.

. . If youa like to enhance your education
andyour budget, take note. We just lowered
.. prices on two powerful members ofour .
Maeintosh" family, the: Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh Plus. ,
· ·
·
They'll put a· world of pos;;ibil itir-5 ?.:
. ypur.fingertips, Like graphing tlre economic ·
impact ofJapanese expansionism. Analyz~
ing Freud: Or just organizing that stack of
notes. Better yet; once·you've mastered one
'application you cari Use them all, becau~ ·

tos · us.

:ill Macintosh software works the same way.
And since every Macint0sh runs the same
software arid is expandable, it can grow
with you asyourneeds change.
·
Considering all this, you should have
no doubts about which course to take. Give
aMacintosh a try, and save.

··®

· Th¢ pO\ver
tO',' .be your
be&: ·
:.
.
··~.

:~>

Contact Rick Harris .· . · ..
. Dtrector df ~c~d~tni~, cofuputirig·
·.•.

.

' . a,t 745-1·980

<

·•

., .:

.

.. .-
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·" 1990 AjJple cOmJ"'ter, Jn., Ajlple. the AjJple loi.o0. and Macintosh are registered tr.W.marks ol ,l;lple Comf"'ter. Inc. The po1wr tot... ioor i.:t is a 1r.1Jenwk ol.lpple ComJ"'"" In.:. ·
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·forgotten·
When the 11 · hts corn·e. back on ·fCJstlic·ns
Sex is safe, but relationships can be deadly
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the play!). .
By Molly A'. Donnellon
.. In short, Frankie and
. By Maria Lovell"
The Xavier Newswire
Johriny dese_rve one
.. The Xavier Newswire
· another. I realize that
"Whatpeopiesee in one.
·"staterrien~ can be ~eroga- . · Fashion is reflectiv'e of its time' and
another is a total mystery,"
: tory or complimenta'ry ... · place,"and·iri thc' lasflOO years} the· ·. ·
said the character Frankie in
~ it's both.
. · styles have changed enormously.
the Pla'yhouse:s latest ·
'This· is not the first time -The Cincinnati Art Museum wel"
production; Frankie a'nd
t'.\~onroy a'nd ,Hpdge~h.ave "i .c cpmes·y.ofr,to ._trayeft_hrough a · . ·
Johnny in the Clair de Lune.
' performed together, both . wardrobe' of time .. A new exhibit;
This line seemed most
oftherh'appeared in the>.. "Out.of Our Closet: Fine:fashiqns,
significant to ·rne hecause,
. film, Heaven's Gate. Ale
1820-1920,"has b_een put toget~er.
while watching the play, I
· though not together, they
featuring 19, new acquisitions to.their
kept wondering what the
costume department, only Ol\e of .. ·'
· have also appeared on
only duo of characters
·. various soap operas.
which has ever been exhib,ited before.
could possibly see in one
·. Conroy's day-time drama The exhibit'displays piecesqf verianother.
table history by showing off authencredits include One Life to
Allow me to set the
Live and All My Children.
tic women's fashions from this.time
stage: Frankie is a waitress,
You may remember
period.
and Johnny is a short-order
. From an 1830 "leg-of-mutton"
Hodges playing the role.
cook. So far so good. The
of Maisie, on Another
sleeved silk.moire din.ner dress to an .
play takes place in
World.
1867 .wedding gown worn by a
Frankie's small apartment
. The stage in this play
Cincinnati ~ride; to an 1898 maternity
after the couple's first date.
ha~ an unchanging set,
qress, the variety offashions in the
While Frankie is content to
and my hat goes off to the exhibit bo_th intrigues and educates.
work and have sex with
Also-featured is a display offive
Director, Sam Blackwell,
Johnny, the thought of
the Set Designer~ Joseph
·dolls dating from 1820~ 19201 whkh ·
forming a relationship with
P. Tilford, the Lighting
are also costumed in styles reflective
him is out of the question.·
. Designer, J<:i*'BOokman . of t_he changing roles:ofwoll\en
She has been hurt before by
~---... and the Stage~ Man.ager, .·
throughout his tor)'. lnclud_ed is a
love, and still has a bad
Bruce E. Coyle; for creat'." .· 1920 doll that, imitates the famous.
Pat Hodges and ]aria th Conroy ·
taste in her mouth. How,
. ing a work of art despite
"flapper''-irriage. ·
ever, this helplessly romantic,
. and through the acting of)arlath.
· the fact that.their canvas was small.
. . Don't miss this interesting artw<?rk
weasely cook tries to open her eyes to Conroy;:you willlearri to.love· . _·.
..It was:ol:>'v_ious that these people,_.
which 'willbe?n;displ~ythro,~gh , , ·
the love that he wants so desperately
Johnny.'This character was very·
·. worked together to prcventaudi- .
Sept. 2, 1990. And while you re at the
to give her.
annoying at the beginning, and his
ericesJrom getting bored with their
museum, you may wantto catch one ·
surroundings. Bravo!·
of. three different .lectures on ....
. meek appearance does nothelp, but
as the play unfolds, so will your
Frankieand/ohnny In The Clair de .. · w~men's fashions through . history
PLAY REVIEW
errio,tions and syr:npathy. ·
Lune is a play that everyone who has . ~mg present~d by Mary. L. M.eyer,
. ever been in love will relate to. If you first c~rator <_>tthe_muse~m s c<_>stumc
Patricia H~ges, as Frankie, is
Sounds good, right? .It is, it really
eq1;1ally fantas~1c. ,H~r char~cter'~
'hciven!t been in love see it ari way it ce>l}ection, Ehzabeth J01ch1mow1cz,
is, but the one obstacle that.the
' quick t.emper 1s,, a_t times, d1~rm···mg'. may answe·· r some q~esti.c>ns f~r yo~. . for~ercur~tor~fcost~me at th.e
,·
audience may not overcome until the : ~nd th is .ma kes..her hard t0 I1ke. H e re ·: Thol!gh it is a simple plot, the conver- Ch 1ca go H1.stori>
cal ·c.>e1et
'7\ . Yan d ·Otto
second act is how Johnny could be so . ·1sJ.ohnny,,foul-!1'o~~hed ~utsweet as·.· sa. ti.on.of two ·peo.pie after a one night .~harles'.fh1cme, organizer of the
emotional after one date. It's no
ca~ be, and shes bitmg his head off · starid it
really makeyou think~
installation.
. '·
.
mystery: that is simply his nature,
( ou'll catch that un when ou see
, ·.
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. ········
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Robyn Hitchcock unhitche§frorn the Egyptians.

·eve·

.

·Hitchcock's~I~ m;i,~ t~ ~rsi_ ·.·. .1eets·1nt0Jnew·
solo
sound
~~t~h;J~r~'6in~ ~.;.,~; .•. ·•· .) . •. . ·•· ·•· ·•·• • · ' , ' ' •• •••••·•• ' \• <. ,...
By Greg Rickert . . . .

The Xavier Newswire

· •. · . •• This

um~

do.meslic···re.lease
faH. 1.t.ch
....o.nth1.s.al·b
...
.. ··... · · .·
cocksolo effort... Io.Often
. .
·of.songs
Of ~ourse;
the tonguE:"-mForthe first time since
Dream of Train$, his last' 5olo
cheek hurilor'is stillprevalent
a~b'Lms was o~ly available ~n. ~ -''Cr,nth~a, ~ask," "Tlean ·.
1984, Robyn Hitchcock is re~
leasing a project without his
t e · ·as an import .
·
teve an ' gony 0
band, The Egyptians. Riding ·
A onecword description of· Pleasure/' · · · .
·on the coat-tails of Queen
Eye woulcl be.~'pleasant.'!
.· · The absence of The
Therecordisnice.tolistento.,. Egyptiarisd~sri~thi~der.
Elvis,Hitchcock'smost
Featuring only .f1itChcock'.s ·, · HUchcock'swork in the least.
'Successful .album., the .
· · 1 d
·
1 · ··
If
h.
· ·· ·
h.
·acousticEyeisalmosta
voca san gmtarpaymg,)t· •· anyt mg,,1t·pro~e's is : .. ·
guara.nteed success, despite
would seem that something
:· strength as one of the,.finest . .
may be missing from the
songwriters ii:t. inooem . ..
its different nature..
·A·&M Rec·o·rds, however, . music, buf nothing is missmusic~ Eye is ce.~tain. fo
·
·
·
t ·· h ·
· f ·· · h
seemed to think a solo,
mg.·
.. _. ...
cap ure t_ e ears 0 m9re t an
acoustic record would be a
· · aft?w people.: .
· · : :,
step backward for Hitchcock,
· < .A'tdut fOr the record ·
and passed the projectto.
L·' be,gins in ~pril. Hitchcock
Twin/Tone. It is only fitting,
· · ·•· .·. · :. ::;:•'''' ·.·"·' ,... , ·:<::· Will'beontheroad for six ·
though, _that Eye should be• ·
"".,·Songs like ~!.seautiful Gfrl" .·.· weeks, and promises to visit
released on an independant
and "Queen Elvis" show. the
several Cities he has never
softer side of Robyn ..iitchbeen to before.. Also~fa'ns of
label, since Hitchcockclaims~
he is doing the record as a . · · cock. ln.betWeen all of his · · The Egypti_ans need not fear,
special "thank you" to the
·queer thoughts and con
Hitchcock will be back in the
fans.who supporte~ him '
. strued images, whiCh d~mistudio with them to record·
when he was recording on in- nate rriany of his songs,
another album following the
dependant labels.
Hitchcock has a tender heart· tour. "

'."o··.· "ll·eg·
. :.···.t.o·~·
. ·.,·. e··
. ·,. •. ·.·• ."·. '. .te·.
•- ···.n·
. ..· s
:~

·

·· . , · ·.·

.·

·.

.·

• ·

Singles .

,

· .,. :

:

> . .

Albums-, ..

l~ "Blue Sky Mine" - Micl~

i:· DeeJ,- Peter Murphy

night Oil
..
· . . 2. Flood - They Might Be
::2. !'Nothing Compares 2 U'' ·Giants . .· · · ·
.. ... dO'C
.....
. . El .. hD.
5
:- mea . . onner · · ': · ' 3;•' 8eeL:: event · r~am.
· 3. ~'Cuts You Up" - Peter
Day : . . . . , .· .
·Murphy ·
4; AutoPnatic-Jesusancl
.4. "Birdhouse in your Soul" . May Cha.in
. : .
-They. Might Be Giants
. ·5. _11 ~Smithereens
. ,,
.
. . . C t.
'd ,, M. .
. .
· 5. 8.ummg 1ns1 . e · - mis- 6. 8oomer~ng ~.. rea \Ires
try ·
. 7. TheMind Is A Terrible
6. "Head On" - Jesus and . : · Thing To Taste- Ministry.
Mary Chain
8. Hats -·The .Blue ~ile ·' ".
7. "Testifyll -·Eleventh
· 9. Pretty.lfate,Machine-~
Dream Day
.
NinelnchNails .·· · ...
· 8. "The Downtown Lights" 10. A Blues for Bi1ddha I - The Blue Nile
Silencers;;;,.,, '
9. "Deliverance" - Mission
I' .'"
..
U.K.
·
·
The top ten college albums .
· 10. "Blues Before and- .
d · · l ··
· t · ''A. t
After" -Smithereens
~~r:::~, ~H~~ ~~re;~YJusi~

>

Charts
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Paris: alifeti·me.of m·emories for scholars
flights to the U.S.? There surely isn't
enough time to do everything, and
how can we justify making choices?
The peculiarities of life on an
It all comes down to a question of
imposed schedule manifest themtime.
selves with each rapidly passing day.
How will there ever be enough
Parisian hours may take a lifetime especially on the Metro at rush hour time to see every museum we've
planned to visit? How will all the
but days pass with.alarming haste.
oral presentations and texts and class Activities put off "until tomorrow"
requirements be completed? How
find themselves trampled, as tomorwill we ever fit in those day trips,
. row careens into yesterday arid next.
week is already heavy with expectaweekend trips, extended ~ps in the
tions. Weekends only drag in their
months remaining until our, one-way

anticipation. No sooner does the sun
slide int~ Friday's dusk than it bugles
Monday's dawn, a blur and a sigh
later. Too much remains to be
experienced, and how will it all get
finished?
It.won't. Willingly or otherwise,
choices. will be made; priorities set.
A lesson we've repeatedly learned is
that no "typical Fredin experience"
exists. We each create our own. This
isn't the time to regret what wasn't
done or what won't be tried ... it has
never been the time to judge the

..

By Jennifer Stark
Fredin Scholar

Take the Opportunity to win movie tickets I

·o A

reasons why one's expectations and
realizations of this experience don't
coincide with another's.
.'.fhe freedom we have to choose
our personal directions precludes the
refuge of regret. There is a_ wealth of
experience in each event, be it the
frustrations of using the Italian
phones, the futility of beating at the
Berlin Wall with just a hammer
(future reference: bring a chise) or the
eerie silence behind the hinged
bookcase of Anne Frank's secret
annex.
It is impossible to satisfy the mad
desire to see everything, do everything, visit everywhere. There is
simply not enough time, but that isn't
to say we're not going to try.

"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE'S" .

NA CAHV E Y
Eddie ·Farrell is·. a con .man.
. He's out of luck,
out of time ·and out
·of money.
But he'll be
ready when ...
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In· the world of cons... ·Eddie's a pro.

-

·NCAA·
MUSKIES
ARTHUR'S

Congratulations on another
super year! Slam dunk 'em
in Big D and then keep on
rollin. Arthur's will be
featuring the.Muskies on
.the tube-join us!

I

..

~

- .You could win tickets to a special advance showing of Opportunity !<noc~s. ~ourtesy of
:the Newswire.· To.qualifyto win tickets for two, stop by the News~1re office 1n the . .
UniversitY C~ntero9· .March 28 at 5:30 p.m.,. and tell us·yo~r favo_nte knock-knock Joke!
.Orie entry per per~on, please ·
.
. . . . ·
·
.
Tickets are good M.arch 28, at 7:30 p.m. only at the Cincinnati Showcase Cinemas.

&r • Restaurant • Garden
3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square

871-5543

calenda~
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xtivier Newswire
office in the University
Center by the Friday prior to
publication, at 12 p.m.
(noon). Please direct mail to
Kerry Cronin, Calendar
editor. Be sure to include
name and phone number.

The Xavier-Deaconess Hospital Associate of Science in
Nursing Program and the
Xavier Bachelor Completion
Program for R.N.'s will be
holding an Open House
today at 6 p.m. in the Cohen
Center. For reservations,
please contact Dia Tullis in

28

the Admissions ,at 745-2047.

Miscellaneous
Pizza for a good cause
S.M.A.X. will be delivering

pizza every Sunday night
from 9-12 p.m. Buy a pizza
from Down Under and
support S.M.A.X. this
Sunday night.

Weekly Support
Group
Adult children of alcoholics
(ACA) and other dysfu!1C-

tional families weekly support
group will meet Tuesdays
from 3-4 p.m. in the Health
and Counseling Center. They
will be dealing with adjustment to adult life, relationships, independence and also
codependency. For more
information, call Lissa Knue at
745-3022.

March .
Student Activities
Council is sponsoring the Talent/No
Talent Show tonight in the
Down Under from 9:30 p.m. 12:30a.m. Admission is free.
Sign up sheets are available
in the SAC office for anyone
interested in participating in
the show. For more information, rnll Anne Behl or Mark
Bucheit at 745-3534.

21

LEADERSHIP

Programs in Peace
and Justice and the
Department of
Career Planning and Placement are sponsoring "Putting
Your Values to Work." The
Keynote Address will be delivered by Reggie Williams in
Kelley Auditorium at 2 p.m.
An Employment Fair will
follow from 3-5:30 p.m., on
the third floor of Alter Hall.
For more information, call

22

745-3406.

Polling
forSGA
Elections
begins today, 9:30 a.m.- 2
p.m., and 4-6 p.m. in the
University Center and Alter
Hall Lobbies. Polling will
continue tomorrow with the
same times. Winners·.will be
notified by phone.

22 23
_

S.M.A.X. \.viii meet
to go to Restoc
today at 9 a.m. at
·
the Dorothy Day House and
will return at 12 p.m., noon.

24

l!1ternahon al
.
eek,
sponsored by the International Student Society, begins
today and will run through
Mar. 31st. For more information, call 745-3350.

2 6 3 li
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LEADERSHIP AT
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
THE 1990 STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

March 22 and 23, 1990
. EXECUTIVE TICKET DEBATE

Monday, March 19, 3:00 PM
Unlv11r•lty Center Theater

POLLING WILL TAKE PLACE AT
THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
Thursday, Marclr 22, 9:30-2:00 fr 4:00-6:00

Friday, March 23, 9:30-2:00
After Hall Lobby and University Center Lobby

ALL YOU NEED TO VOTE IS A CURRENT XU/O
ALL INTERESTED CANDIDATES MUST
ATIEND ONE OF THESE MANDATORY
MEETINGS:

Wednesday, February 28th, 8-10 PM
_Thursday, March 1st, 2-4 PM and 8-10 PM
Tuesday, March 13tlr, 2-4 PM
All meetings held in Kelley Auditorium, Alter Hall

For more information, contact David Coleman·
at X3205 or Rich Klus at 661-1793

